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A Tribute
Edward Said 1935-2003
Alan Lipman

Articles
The electoral temptation of race in South Africa: implications for the 2004 election
Gavin Davis discusses why those political parties which campaign electorally in South Africa by invoking implicit or explicit racial appeals are more likely to be successful than those which do not.

Social Capital for Africa
Ben Fine assesses the utility of the term ‘social capital’ — what it is, where it has come from, where it is going and what light, if any, it sheds on an understanding of the African condition.

Community participation — hope and reality
Alan Lipman looks at the attempt to forge appropriate local architectures in post-apartheid South Africa and the efforts to involve local communities in this activity.

Debate
Social Capital and Modernity
ElkeK Zuern discusses Ben Fine’s critique of the current approaches to social capital as outlined in his article in this edition.

Commentary
Dying to fight
Peter Dwyer comments upon the liberation-type politics and activism on display at the Treatment Action Campaign’s (TAC) July 2003 national conference.
Reviews


